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INSECT WORKS (2010)
MFA artist project - Academy of Fine Arts, Florence (Italy)
Artificial and natural elements live in contrast, both wanting to prevail over each other.
This dichotomy appears on found objects where I conveyed the themes of microcosm and
macrocosm. Tension is aimed at distorting the essence of the insects.
The fragmentation and re-composition into geometrical shapes show my attempt to
classify a natural universe apart from humans.

2010 - Ladybug (composition)
Acrylic and collage on found wood (dimensions variable)

NATURAL FORMS IN MODERN STYLE (2011)
The acrylics of 2011 are a kind of re-elaborations in Modern Style of William Morris
wallpapers.The color is flat and vivid, the line becomes sinuous and curvy, free of
pre-established patterns of symmetry and proportion.

2011 - Lizard
Acrylic on eight plywood boards (35 x 50 cm, each)

FLORA/FAUNA (2013)
Museum Lytke - Leipzig (Germany)
In Flora/Fauna the black color, a symbol of chaos, origin, and mystery bursts through my
work. After coating the Gallery window with black acrylic paint, I scraped lines and curves
depicting a swarm of jellyfish.
Working with light and darkness, the opaque and transparent, the internal and external, I
recreated a strong emotional environment similar to an aquarium where the visitor got
involved in a sensory and emotional experience.

Gallery installation day view (interior)

ARTIFICIAL FORMS OF LIFE (2014)
Little sculptures inspired by the natural forms illustrations of Hernst Haeckel.
2014 - Cross section of a jellyfish (Square base glass of 15 x15 cm - mixed media)

METAMORPHOSIS (2014) is a collection of studies and drawings which is focused on the
theme of “morphosis”.
The term originates from the Ancient Greek mórphōsis and means the way an organism
changes form during its biological development due to the impact of external factors.
The addition of alien features represented on anatomical parts of aquatic animals like
jellyfishes and octopuses show the final consequence of this biological process of
metamorphosis.

2014 - Metamorphosis - Pencil on paper (70 x 100 cm)

UNNATURAL HISTORY TAXONOMY (2015)
Every piece is numbered according to its Taxonomy’s classification which is the science of
defining groups of biological organisms on the basis of shared characteristics and their
evolutionary history.
On the wall installation, round glasses and lino blocks are carved depicting the images of
biological organisms.
They are grouped together and classified by means of a fake number system that is
meaningless because it doesn’t exist in Nature.

Wall installation

X - RAYS (2015)
"The other Vitruvian Man" is a kind of personal homage to the Uomo Vitruviano's
masterpiece by Leonardo da Vinci.
This is about a composition of x-rays, plexiglas sheets and led lights; it depicts the image
of a human body with falsified proportions and fake anatomical parts.
I though about the idea of counterposing the classical aesthetic values of beauty and
proportions with a distorted and "inhumane anatomy" by means of medical x-rays.
If you also point a uvb light directly on the x-rays you can see an octopus spreading his
tentacles throughout the body.

Cabinet of curiosities - X rays composition with Inventory box

